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Updated: February 6, 2009 
 
 
Re: Tax, licensing, and legal issues pertaining to Yellow and Roadway integration 
 
 
Dear Yellow and Roadway Customers:  
 
To help our customers understand the integration of Yellow and Roadway, this letter is meant to explain some of the 
licensing, tax, and legal issues you might have questions about. As an overview, in October 2008, Yellow 
Transportation, Inc. (“Yellow”) merged into Roadway Express, Inc. (“Roadway”) and was renamed YRC Inc.  
Thereafter, the Yellow and Roadway brands now operate under one corporate entity, YRC Inc.  As with the 
combination of any corporate entities, several changes resulted:  
 

(1) Tax Identification Number (EIN) 
 

Prior to the integration of Yellow and Roadway, each company maintained individual Tax ID numbers or EIN (44-
0594706 [Yellow] and 34-0492670 [Roadway]).  Subsequent to the merger, because Roadway’s legal entity 
survived as YRC Inc., its Tax ID number now applies to both Yellow and Roadway:   
  Tax ID Number: 34-0492670 
 

(2) Dun and Bradstreet Number (D&B number) 
 

Like the Tax ID numbers, because Roadway’s legal entity survived as YRC Inc., its D&B number now applies to 
both Yellow and Roadway:  
  D&B Number: 00-699-8397 

 
(3) Department of Transportation Number (DOT #) 

 

Like the Tax ID and D&B Number, because Roadway’s legal entity survived as YRC Inc., its DOT operating 
authority now applies to both Yellow and Roadway.  In addition, the former Roadway and Yellow tractors now state 
“Operated by YRC Inc.” with Roadway’s DOT Number.  
  DOT Number: 071821 

 
(4) Standard Carrier Alpha Codes (SCAC) 

 

 On March 1, 2009 YRC Inc.’s SCAC code for standard LTL ground service will be RDWY.   YRC Inc. has other 
SCAC codes assigned for various expedited and specialized solutions.  Please see your sales representative for 
further details.     

   SCAC (ground): RDWY 
   SCAC (expedited & specialized solutions): see your sales representative 
 

(5) Legal Rights and Liabilities 
 

Legally, YRC Inc. has assumed all rights and liabilities of the former Yellow Transportation, Inc.   
 
Following this letter are several certificates from the State of Delaware documenting the merger and subsequent 
name changes.  If you have any further questions or need any additional documentation showing the changes that 
have taken place, your sales representative will be glad to help you.   
 








